


Plannit g Lessons with the End in Mind

-In inclusive schools, the focus is

not exclusively on how to helP stu-

dents . . . fit into the existing,
standard curriculum of the school.
Rather the curriculum in the regu-
lar education class is adaPted,
when necessary, to meet the needs

of any student for whom the stan-
dard curriculum is inappropriate or
could be better served through
adaptation. Possibly the most com-
mon curricular modification in
inclusive schools involves anang-
ing for students to Pursue different
objectives within the same lesson."

- Stainback and Stainback, authors of
Support Netuoorts for lnclusfue

Schooling

All teachers can describe a lesson or a series of lessons which went ex-

tremely well - all students were included, all were engaged and learn-

ing, thL outcomes of the lesson were being met. The challenge we face,

hiuever, is to teach such successful lessons often, not as rare highlights.

We believe that a carefully crafted plan is fundamental to increasing the

occurrence of "great lessons."
Teachers who are workingtoward a classroom where all students feel

theybelongbegin their planning with the end in mind. They determine

the key conceptr or bigldeas for the lesson or lesson sequence, the in-

tended learning outcomes, and the ways students will demonstrate

their learning. th"r, they plan the resources, strategies, and support

necessary to help all learners achieve success.

Teachlrs who desire to take this approach may find the checklist on

pageS?helptul.

Below we offer a viable model for planning for productive learning.

A Recommended Planning Model

what are thekey concepts which the students are required to learn?

The first critical step is determining the key concepts - the big ideas,

the major focus, o.i p.r.pose which guides the learning events. Once

deter#ned, the key ioniepts serve as a guide as the lessons unfold.

Each activity that iithen planned tuilt h"lP to make clearer to the stu-

dents the big ideas.

What specific learning outcomes will be addressed in this lesson or lesson

sequence?

Most curriculum guides today are written with leaming outcomes dear$
stated. It is not uncommot for there to be many more outcomes than
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Checklist for the Teacher Who Values
an Inclusive Classroom

- 
Are my activities open enough so that all students can participate?

- Am I using various ways for students to build information and to demonstrate information?

- 
Are there opportunities for students to work alone, in small groups, and as a whole class?

- 
Are my literacy expectations such that most of my sfudents can meet them with support?

- 
Am I varying the way I present material?

- 
Will my sequence allow me time to interact individually with my students?

- 
Hoy yill I plan with my resource support teacher to help all students accomplish the learning
goals?

- 
Will the students be active?

- 
Is there choice in either resources, demonstration of understanding, or complexity and ab-
stractness for the students?
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could be achieved by most students in the year. In planning, the teacher
reviews the outcomes in the curriculum goid" and chooses several on
which to focus. Learning outcomes may be chosen from several curricu-
Ium areas, resulting in an integrated lesson plan. They further focus the
lessons by adding specific information to the key concepts. Sometimes
we choose four or five learning outcomes on which to build the lesson se-
quence. Building criteria with the students helps them engage more fully
with the learning and more clearly understand the expectations of the
tasks. We limit the building of criteria to two or three learning outcomes.
These outcomes then become our major area for assessment.

How will the students dtmonstrate their learning?

Students will need to give evidence that they have achieved the learn-
ing outcomes and understood the key concepts of the lesson. Demon-
strations of learning should require students to reorgan2e the material
in some way and to connect it to information previously learned. They
should also be varied - oral, written, graphic, pictorial, individual,
Soup. Criteria for an effective demonstration can be developed with
the students or canbe given to the students. Workingwith criteria helps
make explicit to all the expectations of the learning.

How will we assess student learning?

The criteria for success, established before the lesson begins, need to be
always available and visible to the students. Teachers use these criteria
to judge student products or demonstrations. Students should also be
encouraged to assess their own work and to set goals for future learn-
ing. Two questions focus the students'attention:
. What do I need to know?
. How will I show what I know?

The key concepts, the learning outcomes, and the appropriate demon-
stration and assessment form the background for the lesson sequence.
The next critical step is to paint the foreground. This involves examining
the stages in the learning sequence and the type of support required at
each stage to ensure all learners learn.

Learning Stage 1: Connecting

At this stage, the focus is on what is already known. Prior to the introduc-
tion of a new resource, a new topic, a different point of view, time is spent
activating prior knowledge with students: predicting, questioning, writ-
ing to leam, sketching, examining specialized vocabulary, connecting the
content with real-life stories, examining images or charts. This time of
talk, small-group work, question posing, and connecting with self and
others is critical to engaging the emotions of students, their curiosity, and
their sense of personal relevance, all key factors in learning.
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"Learning experiences that call
forth our feelings and engage our
imaginations are more likely to
stimulate thought and to last over
time."

- Jacquie Dunn, teacher and work-
shop leader

Learning Stage 2: Processing

The focus is on making sense of new information. Strategies at this stage
teach students to think about the content being presented, to develop
deeper understanding, to read or view interactively, to sort key ideas
and align them with supporting details, to connect the new information
to their previous understandings and to their questions, and to pose
new questions. If students do not actively workwith the information, it
does not enter their long-term memories orbecome available for further
use.

Learning Stage 3: Transforming or Personalizing

Once the information and experiences have been presented to the stu-
dents, students need to gain ownership of them, to review and confirm
what they have learned. This personal practice sets the students up to
use the key concepts in the future and in different contexts. Strategies
can include concept maps/ drawings, role dramas, writing, or group
presentations. Sfudents use their new information to represent what
they know in a different way. They work toward meeting the criteria for
a powerful demonstration of understanding.

The Inclusive Nature of Adaptations

With this planning model, teachers assume that all students will be in-
cluded. They design sequences and strategies that allow for a range of
goal-directed responses. The atmosphere of the classroom acknowl-
edges and honors each learner. Many students who might once have
needed adaptations no longer need them.

However, there will still be some students who need adaptations.
Consider the group plan: What is to be learned and what is the se-
quence to facilitate this learning? With this plan in mind, individual
adaptations can now be preplanned and quite specific. Where does a
given student require support or adaptation? In the environment? In
the presentation? In the materials? In assistance? In the goals? In the
evaluation? Some of the adaptations willbe lesson specific, some more
long-term.

Some students may require Individual Education Plans (IEP).An IEP
takes into consideration the studenf s strengths and needs. The purpose
of the IEP is to ensure the student is continuing to progress in the identi-
fied areas.

In inclusive schools, these IEPs are developed collaboratively be-
tween the classroom teacher, resource teacher, parent and, often, the
student. They are working documents that guide actions. The IEP looks
at ways to assist the student in his regular classroom, the place where he
spends all or most of his time.

These IEPs are in contrast to the ones that used to outline in detail the
child's pullout program, but did not usually deal with the larger period
of classroom instruction time. The nature of the IEP reflects a school's
commitment to the idea of inclusiveness. If one is to belong in a
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Code for Assessment

+ beyond expectations
= meeting expectations  working toward expectations

classroom and be included in a significant way, then collective actions
must focus on this. This is the big idea of inclusion.

A Sample Lesson Sequence on the
Concept of Belongingness

The following pages demonstrate the planning model outlined earlier in
this chapter. Working with two key concepts, belonging and the impact
of our actions on others'feelings, the sample lesson sequence follows the
thread from learning outcomes to the final stage of transforming. It
shows how a classroom teacher can effectively engage learners of differ-
ent strengths and abilities.

LEARNING OUTCOMES: Language Arts, Grades'L/2
Comprehension:
. make charts, webs, illustrations
. to organize information
. organize, with details
Engagement and Personal Response:
. connect thoughts and feeling to reading, viewing listening experience
Composing and Creating:
. connect ideas and information to own experiences
. contribute relevant ideas to discussion
Presenting and Valuing:
. pride and satisfaction in usinglanguage to express ideas and feelings
Working Together:
. speak in turn
. listen actively
. willing to communicate ideas and feelings

The teacher engages in personal planning so that she will be as pre-
pared as possible to provide inclusive learning experiences through
which students can learn productively with appropriate support.

The learning sequence that follows is based on use of the picture
book, Lilly's Purple Plastic Purseby Kevin Henkes.

Day 1: Connecting

GRAB BAG: The Grade L and 2 students are seated in their table groups.
In front of each student is an 11" x L7" paper, folded into four boxes. The
teacher states that she is going to show them four artifacts from a story
which they will read later. These artifacts all relate to the main character.
As each artifact is shown to the students, they examine it, then draw
how they thinkit will be used by or with the character in the story. The
artifacts, presented one at a time, in the following order, are, as follows:
(1) a red clicky-heeled shoe, (2) a sharp pencil, (3) a purple purse with
three quarters, and (4) a large sign saying "The Lightbulb Lab Where
Great Ideas Are Born." There is a wide range of student responses.
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Dustin's second drawing

Emerald's first drawing

Kelsey's fourth drawing

One student, Dustin, begins with a boy wearing the red shoes and
has him thinking, "I thinkl will do a tap dance." In his second drawing,
the same boy with the tap dance shoes thinks, "Today I will write about
my tap dance." In the third drawing, now including the purse, he
thinks, "I will buy some food." Finally, in the last drawing, the Lightbulb
Lab has him wonder, "I wonder what they are doing today." Dustin
maintains the same character in each drawing, adds on each new arti-
fact, and maintains the same setting, trees and sun.

Another student, Emerald, immediately connects the red shoetoThe
Wizard of Oz and draws Dorothy, the lion, the tin man, and the scare-
crow. She adds thinkingbubbles in which the lion admits his cowardice
and Dorothy says she desires to get to the Emerald City. Emerald has
not only connected with her background knowledge, but has added de-
tail to her representation. In her second drawing, the woman wearing
the red shoes is in trouble. A thief is running off with her pencil, while
the chef yells "Fire!" In the third drawing, Miss PigW, with her purse, is
thinking of her money and wondering aloud what she will write to
Kermit the frog, with her pencil. Again, Emerald has applied her prior
knowledge and used all three artifacts. Finally, the lady, in her red shoes
and with her purple purse, arrives at the door of a mad scientist. It is
hinted that she will use her money to buy a"greatidea." Emerald pre-
dicts, "There was a mad scientist who loved his lab and one day a very
rich lady came . . ."

Finally, a third student, Kelsey, demonstrates a different form of
thinking. Rather than work to integrate each new artifact with her bud-
ding theory, she makes an abrupt change in her thinking between the
second and third artifacts. She began drawing and writing with Pasty
the sheep having the prettiest tap dancing shoes in the whole pasture. A
prospective customer awaits. In the second box, the pencils are included
by adding another character- a magician, who gives Pasty some magic
pencils for free. Now the major shift occurs. In the third drawing, Ms.
Mulberry is wearing the red shoes and going out with her purple purse
to buy pencils, being sold for 25 cents apiece. As she is walking home, in
drawingfour, Ms. Mulberry comes upon a sign for the Lightbulb Lab, so
she goes in and gets a new idea.

All three students have connected the artifacts. AII have worked to de-
velop a plausible theory. The degree of sophistication varies; the engage-
ment with the task does not. Dustin has met the basic demands of the
task. Emerald has pulled extensively from her background knowledge,
forming and abandoning possibilities with each new artifact. Kelsey has
begun on one track, then shifted to a completely different theory.

Day 2z Connecting

WRITING FROM THE ARTIFACTS: The students are asked to write a
story that includes all the artifacts they saw on the previous day. Dustin
begins his story, but needs support in the form of scribing in order to fin-
ish. He begins with a known lead," Along time ago in afar awaylartd,"
then moves to rely heavily on the drawings he has already made and on
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the artifacts. However, when grven the additional support of a scribe, his
story becomes more sophisticated, though less tied to the artifacts.

Emerald continues thinking about the mad scientist. She uses all the
artifacts, develops a conflict, and resolves it. She also employs conversa-
tion.

Kelsey changes her thinking again, as often happens over time. She,
too, uses all the artifacts. Kelsey includes conversation, pulls in a dream
sequence and in so doing, has a story within a story.

Day 3: Processing

PREDICTING FROM PICTURES: The students are working with part-
ners. They share a large piece of paper, divided into four boxes. Each
box has apicture from the text in it. fhe story is read to the students,
stoppingwhen the picture appears in the text. At this time, the students
are invited to work together to decide what is happening in the picture
and how the characters are feeling. This process continues for each of
the four pictures.

Students' experiences are evident in their predictions. Two girls,
Kelsey and Erin, predict that Lilly is drawing differently than the others

- a cat, not a mouse - and that this returns to discourage her in box
three. Emerald and Stephanie notice the rhymes on the board in the sec-

ondbox, then decide that Lillyis sadbecause her homeworkis not done.
Dustin and Ben, again with help scribing, identify feelings with each
picture, including the feelings of another mouse in box two: "He's mad
at Lilly tause she gets all the good ideas, and she gets picked all the time
by the teacher." Is this an experience with which they are familiar?
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Hoppy-Hearted Words

"for you"
"me too"

lots
jounty
soved

shoring
loved

speciol
wink
wow

Heovy-Heorted Words

hord time
not now
fierce
crying
90ne
sod

longed
trouble

Day 4z Transforming

HAPPY HEART, HEAVY HEART: The students have now heard the
book read aloud. Today, they focus on the three letters which Lilly, the
main character, wrote to her teacher, Mr. Slinger. The book is reread,
stopping at each letter in the book. The teacher guides the whole class
by raising questions about the letters. (Copies of each letter can be
shown on an overhead.)

Letter L: Big Friendly Mr. Nice Man Teacher
How was Lilly feeling when she wrote this?
How willMr. Slinger feel if he sees it?
Which words are happy-hearted words?

Letter 2:BigFat Mean Mr. Stealing Teacher
How was Lilly feeling?
How will Mr. Slinger feel when he gets it?
Which words would make you feel you don'tbelong?
How would you feel if you got this letter?
Do you thinkLilly should have given this to Mr. Slinger?
Why or why not?

Letter 3: Lilly was really really sorry.
How was Lilly feeling?
How will Mr. Slinger feel when he gets this?
Which words are happy-hearted words?
How would you feel if you were Mr. Slinger?
What do you do when you feel very very sorry?

In each case, the questions move from an examination of a piece of text
to personal application in response to identified feelings. They help
make explicit the feelings of the characters and of the students. This
teaching allows students to develop a vocabulary appropriate for ex-
pressing their feelings and to appreciate the use of huppy, not heavy,
hearted words. Students will make strides in learning how to include
everyone in a risk-free, productive learning environment.

Finally, the students, as a class, web A Happy Heart, deliberately fo-
cusing on how to act responsibly and how to have everyone in your
group belong.

"f'm glad you encouroqe give compliments
ore in my group\ eoch,otlier / - "Thot's o good idea, I reolly like it. Let,s try it.,,

shorino the \ | / - "Thot's o better ideo than mine wos."

PencilsTPoPer - .J1:'rK
- "f really wonted to ploy/work with you."

Iilffi ";- (efflpfy 
.il, 

j:S'l?"ti."1jt5.,o*,.
, d -'D; fi "s'";ith tL
e" - "Con f ploy with you?"tor<e tur-,2(^ HEAP{I)0&€ - "H#'rfliffii..il$l,llo'"

6ds' \ 
- "Do You like mY story?'

the pdrson- ,/ 
'"'env6,illfd* 

\
help each I inviting otherhelp each I invitino oi

tolklnicelY Pe6Ple

write spell thahk you
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